Under 30 TAC 336.1317, certain contracts for the disposal of low level radioactive waste from a state that is a party to the low level radioactive waste disposal compact (hereinafter, such waste is referred to as party waste) are subject to review by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ). Under Health and Safety Code 401.2456, any contract for the disposal of low level radioactive waste from a state that is not a party to the low level radioactive waste disposal compact (hereinafter, such waste is referred to as nonparty waste) is subject to review by the TCEQ. Such contracts shall be submitted to the TCEQ Executive Director (ED) in a package with summary contract information and certifications of compliance as specified below. TCEQ will rely on the information contained in the summary and the certifications in reviewing the contract.

1. **For new contracts:** Waste Control Services LLC (WCS) assigns a unique Low Level Radioactive Waste (LLRWD) Contract Number. This number must be assigned in a way that prevents any number’s being assigned to more than one contract or any contract’s having more than one number assigned to it.

   **For contract amendments:** The contract amendment will be identified by LLRWD Contract Number and Amendment Number.

2. **For new contracts:** A contract summary that both parties agree to is prepared, using the attached Summary of LLRWD Contract or Contract Amendment. If any provisions (including pricing boxes) are inapplicable, then “N/A” should be indicated in the required space.

   **For contract amendments:** A contract summary that both parties agree to is prepared using the same form, fully describing the amended contract just as if it were a new contract.

3. **For new contracts and contract amendments:** Each party independently fills out the appropriate certification, using one of the attached Certification Forms. Note that there is no Customer certification for party-generated compact waste.

4. **For new contracts and contract amendments:** WCS assembles a contract or contract amendment submission package consisting of the Summary of LLRWD Contract or Contract Amendment, a Certification Form for itself and, for **nonparty-generated compact waste,** a Certification Form for the other party, and the contract or contract amendment itself.

5. WCS sends the contract submission package to:

   - **For ordinary postal delivery, use:**
     - **US Mail**
     - Tex. Comm’n on Environmental Quality
     - General Law Division
     - Attn: OLS LLRWD Contract Review
     - Mail Code 173
     - P.O. Box 13087
     - Austin, Texas 78711-3087

   - **For overnight or hand delivery, use:**
     - **Physical Address:**
     - Tex. Comm’n on Environmental Quality
     - General Law Division
     - Attn: OLS LLRWD Contract Review
     - Mail Code 173
     - 12100 Park 35 Circle, Bldg. A
     - Austin, Texas 78753